
The following are pictures from week of 5.20.19 - 5.24.19 in regards to the East/West Technology Buildings Renovations and Addition Pro-

ject.  Major demolition in West Tech has been pretty much completed, although there will still be some minor demo required to finish up 

in that building mostly dealing with mechanical and electrical.  There are a lot of walls coming down in East Tech currently with the big 

push to get the entry opened up so the major spine through will run straight through the building as opposed to jogging as it does now.  

The old storm sewer system between the buildings has been removed in preparation for foundation work starting next week as the work 

needed to construct the addition begins.  More asbestos abatement happened this week as well especially in the area of the old Data 

Processing Server          Room and adjacent storage room as well as the existing staff restroom. 
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5.24.19 

Photo #1 highlights the beginnings of the removal 

of the old screen wall and slab outside the north-

west corner of West Tech where the gas tanks 

were stored when the welding lab in this building 

was active.  Photo #2 (and associated small 

photo) show the demolition in the old welding 

lab which will become the new Information Sys-

tems Department Offices and Workroom.  Photo 

#3 shows the site demolition and preparation in 

between the two buildings.  The old storm sewer 

system and sidewalks were removed.  Photo #4 

shows the beginning of the process to remove all 

the old windows and frames.  Not only were they 

inefficient from an energy standpoint, but the 

sealant around the glazing contained asbestos. 
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Photo #5 shows the beginnings of the walls that 

need to come down to create the adjunct facul-

ty work and break areas.  Photo #6 shows the 

removal of the old offices that use to line the east 

corridor in East Tech.  These offices and corridor 

will become the new Prep/Storage Room that will 

serve the new adjacent art classroom.  Photo #7 

is similar to #6, but looking the other way in asso-

ciated with the same work.  This new art class-

room will allow the Art Program to have one base 

of operation as opposed to being spread out 

over two separate buildings.  Photo #8 shows the 

now abated old Data Processing Server Room 

and adjoined storage space.  This area will be 

split into a new server room and storage area.  
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